Holiday Decoration

Materials
- J. Slice Snowboarding reproducible
- Frosted Watermelon Recipe reproducible
- crayons or markers
- safety scissors
- glue stick
- school photo
- transparent tape
- pencil
- string, yarn or ribbon

Instructions
2. Cut reproducibles out using safety scissors.
3. Glue reproducibles back to back with a glue stick.
4. Cut head out of small school photo.
5. Tape photo of head onto place marked "TAPE PHOTO HERE".
6. Punch a hole thru the top of decoration using a pencil.
7. Thread string, yarn or ribbon thru the hole, make a loop and tie a bow at the top.
decorate just like cookies!

frosted watermelon

seedless watermelon cut into ½- to ¾-inch thick slices
yogurt
granola or similar cereal

using your favorite cookie cutters, cut shapes out of ½- to ¾-inch thick slices of seedless watermelon. frost with vanilla or other flavor yogurt. top with granola and your favorite sprinkles.